Wyoming
BP’s economic investment
Wyoming plays a key role in BPX Energy, which is one of
America’s top natural gas producers. The company’s Wyoming
operations are anchored in the south-central part of the state
at the Wamsutter field, a site that contains massive amounts of
“tight gas” (gas found in extremely dense rock formations). BP
is the field’s largest operator, with about 2,000 wells.
BPX Energy recently launched a pilot project in which it teamed
up with a Silicon Valley firm and applied a mathematical model
to optimize production at 180 onshore wells in Wyoming. This
led to a 75 percent reduction in venting emissions events, a 20
percent increase in production and a 20 percent reduction in
costs. The project will expand to more than 2,000 onshore wells
by the end of 2018.
As that example demonstrates, BP’s focus on reducing
methane emissions is closely tied to its larger strategy of
improving efficiency and productivity.
BP’s partnership with Wyoming began more than a century
ago, in 1914, when one of its heritage companies built the first
large oil refinery in Casper. Today, BP is investing in the state’s
natural gas sector while also helping train and equip its energy
workforce of the future.
Since 2007, BP has given more than $6.5 million to support
energy research and education programs at the University of
Wyoming’s (UW) School of Energy Resources, the UW College
of Engineering, and the UW College of Law’s Center for Law
and Energy Resources in the Rockies.

*

BP employees and retail station figures as of June 30, 2018.
Community spend includes BP Foundation.

Fast facts
BP is the largest operator of
Wyoming’s Wamsutter natural gas
field, with about 2,000 wells.
In a recent pilot project, BP used a
mathematical model to achieve a 75
percent reduction in venting emissions
events at 180 Wyoming wells.
Since 2007, BP has donated more
than $6.5 million to support energy
research and education programs at
the Universtiy of Wyoming.
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